
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 3, pp. 190 { 193 c 2011 February 10The lattices with the continious vorticity as a model for FQHES.V. IordanskiLandau Institute for Theoretical Physics RAS, 142432 Chernogolovka, RussiaSubmitted 12 January 2011It was shown that the including spin of 2d electrons at high magnetic �eld is possible to remove the di-vergencies in the cores of the vortex lattice and construct the topologically stable states. These states can beconsidered as the lattices of skyrmions where the unit cell is mapped on the whole sphere of spin directions.Thatgives the gapped ground state for electrons and can be used as a model for FQHE.The experimental discovery of the integer QuantumHall E�ect (IQHE) (K. von Klitzing (1980)) and theFractional ( FQHE) (Tsui, Stoermer, Gossard (1982))were among the most outstanding achievements in con-densed matter physics of the last century. A qualitativetheory for FQHE was developed in a short time afterits discovery and is connected with the existence of theenergy gap at the full �lling of Landau level. The theoryof FQHE is more complicated because even a qualita-tive description is inpossible in one electron picture (seee.g. reviews [1, 2]). A large number of theoretical workswas based on the assumption that the ground state of2d electrons at high magnetic �eld can be constructedfrom one electron states on the lowest Landau level (e.g.the famous Laughlin wave function [3]). This assump-tion does not take into account the full thermodymic en-ergy neglecting the possibility of the electrical currentsin the ground state. The most successful phenomenolog-ical theory of \composite" fermions explains some partof the observed fractions for FQHE by the existence ofthe "additional" magnetic ux carried by 2d electrons[6], but gives no possibility to compute the energy gaps.In the recent works of the author [4, 5] was shownthat the projected states are unstable to the vortex for-mation which can decrease the thermodymical energyirrespective to the details of the construction and theelectron interaction. The vortex formation gives the cur-rent with some magnetic moment decreasing the thermo-dynamic energy. The arising vortex lattice imitate the\additional" magnetic ux anticipated by the Jains the-ory of \composite" fermions [6]. However no speci�edmodel was considered in [4, 5]. In this work I show thattaking into account spin degrees of freedom for electronsgives the model of the vortices with a `soft" core a bitreminiscent of the soft core vortices in the superuid3He [7].In a strong magnetic �eld the ground state of 2d elec-trons is ferromagnetic because of Stoner e�ect due to thestate degeneration , e.g. at the partial �lling of the Ll.It is reasonable to suggest that this ferromagnicity is

valid also on the local level for the nonuniform states.Therefore I can make a canonical thansformation of thesecond quantized fermi operators (spinors) 	;	+	 = U�; 	+ = �+U+;where U = Uz()Uy(�)Uz(�) is the rotation matrix with3 Euler angles depending on the electron position. Be-cause of the unitarity of U , it is easy to show that if	�(r);	+� (r) have fermi commutations, then �� ; �+� alsoare fermions and vice versa. Any physical operator canbe transformed to a new representation. The interac-tion term in the hamiltonian depends only on the densityoperators and therefore is the invariant of this transfor-mation. Indeed the transformations must be performedonly for the electrical current operator and the operatorof the kinetic energy.The current operator readsj = ~e2m(�{	+r	+ {r	+	� 2ec~A) == ~e2m (�{�+r�+ {r�+�� 2ec~A+ 2�+
�); (1)where 
 = �{U+rU , A is the external vector-potential,giving the external magnetic �eld.The standard expression for the rotation matrix [8]is U =  cos �2 e{�+2 sin �2 e�{��2� sin �2 e{��2 cos �2 e�{�+2 ! : (2)It is easy to calulate the matrix 
:
 = 12(r�+ cos�r)�z ++ 12(�{r� +r sin�)e�{��+ ++ 12({r� +r sin�)e{��� (3)and �+ = 12(�x + {�y); �� = 12(�x � {�y);where �x; �y; �z are Pauli matrices.190 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011



The lattices with the continious vorticity as a model for FQHE 191In the same way we can transform the kinetic energytermHT = ~22m Z �+��� {r� ec~A+
z�z�2 ++ (r�)24 + sin2 � (r)24 ��d2r ++ ~22m Z �+��� {r� ec~A�
nd ++
nd�� {r� ec~A���d2r; (4)where 
nd denote the nodiagonal part of the eq.(3).Thermodynamic energy of 2d electrons at the givenexternal vector-potential A reads [9, 5]F = Hi � 1c Z Ajd2r; (5)whereHi=HT+12Z Vc(r�r0)	+(r)	+(r0)	(r0)	(r)d2rd2r0:(6)Here we omitted the interaction with the positivecharged donors, meaning only the exchange interaction.The rotation marix U must have nontrivial topologi-cal properties, correspoding to the assumption about thevortex lattice being also a regular and simple function.Therefore we assume(r) = �(r) + 0(r) (7)where r� has a vortex like singularities on a periodiclattice, the functionr0(r) is regular and periodic. Theangle �(r) is also regular and periodic and is equal to� on the vortex lattice of r�, and is equal to 0 on theboundary of the unit cell of the vortex lattice.It is easy to check that U and 
 are regular andsimple functions on 2d plain with the eliminated diver-gencies. We shall neglect the nondiagonal contributionsgiving the change of the spin direction for �. We consideronly one direction �+ =  �0 ! for which the vorticesdecrease the termodynamic energy. Therefore curl
zhas only one vector component orthogonal to 2d plane,and the sign is reversed compare to the external mag-netic �eld B(also normal to 2d plain, because only suchvortices decrease the termodynamic energy).The nondiagonal terms neglecting can be justi�ed bythe large increase of energy due to the sign change of 
zand the imposibility to get new diagonal hamiltonian bythe continuous change of the initial. It can be shown

also that the nondiagonal terms have no terms trans-porting the states of the initial diagonal hamiltonian intothe states of a new diagonal hamiltonian. In quantum�eld theory [10] it is postulated that in thermodynamiclimit there is no transition matrix elements between anydi�erent topologicals sectors. Later I show that in ther-modynamic limit there is no real transitions due to thenondiagonal terms.Thus we get the e�ective hamiltonian in the formHe� = ~22m Z �+ �� ���ir� ec~A+1 + cos�2 r�+ cos�2 r0�2++(r�)24 +� sin�r�+r02 �2!�d2r�1c Z Ajd2r++ 12 Z Vc(r� r0)�+(r)�+(r0)�(r0)�(r)d2rd2r0; (8)where j = ~e2m�� i�+r�+ir�+�++ 2�+�� ec~A+ 1 + cos�2 r�+ cos�r02 ���: (9)It is convenient to choose the representation ofr� == (Im�; Re�) by Weierstrass � function [11]�(z) = 1z + 0Xn;n0� 1z � Tnn0 + 1Tnn0 + zT 2nn0 � ;where Tnn0 = 0 is excluded in the summation, z = x+iy,Tnn0 = �n+ � 0n0 are complex periods. Alternatively wecan take the sum of the �-functions with the shifted sin-gularities. In any case �(z + �) = �(z) + �(�), where �does not depend on z.If we choose r = r�, r0 = 0, then after thetranslation r! r+ � the change isr(r + �) =r�(r+ � ) =r�(r) + �(� )according to the properties of �-function.This change can be eliminated if we chooser0 + �(� ) = 0: (10)In the same way the change of 12 (1 + cos�)r� ++ cos�r02 � ec~A can be eliminated by the change ofthe overall phase of �r�� e=(c~)A+r0=2 = 0: (11)The gauge corresponds to the linear function A(r).�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011



192 S. V. IordanskiTherefore the e�ective hamiltonian is invariant underthe translation combined with the additianal rotation onthe angle 1=20 and the proper change of the phase of �.That is isomorphic to the group of magnetic translations(see e.g. [12, 13]).It is known that �nite representations of the raygroup of magnetic translations exist only for the rationalvalues of the total ux through the unit cell of the vortexlattice: Bs�K�0 = lN �0; (12)where s is the area, K is the number of unit vortices inthe unit cell, �0 = 2�~jej=c is the ux quantum, l and Nare integer. The proper representations of the magnetictranslation group are well known and are enumeratedby quasimomentum and for the �lled band correspondsto one electron per unit cell of the vortex lattice withNM1�NM2 unit cells. Therefore the �lled bands withthe gaps on the boundaries exist only at electron densityne = 1s = Nl +NK B�0 : (13)All observed fractions correspondes to the validityof this formulae for the lattices with one or two unitvortices in the unit cell.Using the representation of magnetic translationgroup it is possible to show that indeed in the ther-modynamic limit the nondiagonal terms 
nd give thevanishing small contribution to the total energy. Thesecond order of the perturbation theory in the non di-agonal terms gives the correction to the ground stateenergy�E= XE(k);E0(k0) h�+up;EH+�down;E0ih�+down;E0H��up;EiEk �E0k0 ;(14)where H+ and H� are non diagonal terms increas-ing and decreasing the spin projection. The one par-ticle energy di�erence E(k) � E0(k0) does not con-tain the sample size and is not essential to the es-timate. The energies E(k) correspond to the statesin the �lled up band, energies E0(k0) corresponds tothe empty down band. The angle brackets denote thespace integral of the matrix transition element betweenthe up- down states and the inverse between down-up states. The nondiagonal parts H+ and H� givenby eq.(1), eq.(3), eq.(4), (5) contain the nondiagonalparts 
+ = (�i=2r� + 1=2 sin�r) exp (�i�) and


� = (i=2r�+1=2 sin�r) exp (i�). The one particlewave functions have the standard Bloch representation�up =Xk exp (ikr)uk;up(r)ck;uppN ;�down =Xk0 exp (ik0r)uk0;down(r)ck0;downpN :Here the functions uup(r) and udown(r) are normalizedinside the unit cell, N is the number of the unit cells inthe lattice. To avoid the cumbersome formulae I consideronly the case of integer ux through the unit cell area.The only factors noninvariant to magnetic translationsin eq.(14) are exp(�i�) contained in a 
�. Due to theproperties of � function these factors give the strong os-cillations inside the unit cells at the large distances fromthe central cell near the origin.The value of r� can be estimated using Stokes the-orem for a grand circle of radius r = L � ps far fromthe origin I r�dl = 2�Lhr�i = �L2s 2�K;where s is the area of the unit cell, K is the num-ber of the unit vortices in the unit cell. That givesjhr�ij � jKj�L=s � 1=(ps). The factors exp(�i�)strongly oscillate in the unit cell due to the large value ofr� in the direction parallel to the circumference r = L.After the integration in that direction one get the smallfactor ps=L (I assume that the invariant factors have�nite derivatives). The integration in the orthogonaldirection gives factor � ps if we take k = k0. Thusevery unit cell close to the circumference gives the fac-tor 1=(Lsps) in the transition matrix element. Thisquantity must be multiplied by the number of the unitcells along the circumference 2�Lps . That gives the totalfactor s independent on the size L. The contributionto the transition matrix element of the inner circum-ferences inside the grand circle is proportional to theirnumber L=ps.For the second order correction to the ground stateenergy eq.(14) one must take the transition matrix el-ement squared and take into account the normalizingfactors1=N2 and the summation over k that gives �Eindependent on N . Thus the second order correction tothe ground state energy from the diagonal terms E0 � Nis vanishingly small and the expression for the thermo-dynamic energy eq(8) is asimptotically exact at macro-scopical large N .The set of the observed densities in the FQHE de-pends on the value of the gaps, the temperature and the�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 3 { 4 2011



The lattices with the continious vorticity as a model for FQHE 193sample purity. To take into account these numerous fac-tors is a di�cult task and require the intensive numerouscalculations to �nd e.g. the unknown periodic function� and the type of the lattice.It is possible to use Landau argumentation for theexplanation of the observed Hall conductance in a weakapplied electrical �eld using a system moving with theelectron drift velocity where the electrical �eld is zero.The electron liquid can change it's velocity only by thebirth of the excitations. These excitations are neutral be-cause the consist from the electron in the higher emptyband and the hole in the �lled band. Therefore theyhave the momentum conservation in spite of the mag-netic �eld. The excitation energy will be �(p) + pv(E).If this quantity is positive the excitation's birth is impos-sible at low enough temperatures and the Hall currentis proportional to the electron density.This work is supported by the grant of RFBR,by the program of RAS \Quantum Macrophysics",and the program of Physical Sciences division of RAS\Strongly correlated electron systems". Author ex-press his gratitude to V.F.Gantmakher, I. Kolokolov,and M.V. Feigelman for the discution.
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